
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The best
way to travel is in a group led by a tour guide. Use specific
reasons and examples to support your answer .
Traveling is explore exploring the world to discover new or
undiscovered places. It has plenty of way to travel . Traveling by
with a tour guide is not only the best way but also is the safest way
and it depends on people's personality . Some people think travel
by on a tour is boring ,so they prefer to travel alone. It is obvious
that has got advantages and disadvantages which I indicate in this
essay with some examples .

The main benefit is local knowledge . Tour guides have an
abundant abundance of local information about the place you want
to travel to . They know all roads , historical places and the
language , so you can have more accurate information about
places. You can easily imagine how overwhelming and difficult it
can be to travel without a tour. You do not recognize the ways and
language , so how can you can identifay significant
places?./landmark/tourist sites
The second issue is safety. The tour guide will help to keep you
safe when undertaking adventure adventurous activities such as
safari, mountain climbing, scuba diving and whitewater rafting and
they are familiar with the local weather conditions and aware of
danger zones and when you get in trouble they can easily help
you. For instance, when I was 12 , I had a trip to Turkey and we
went to withewater whitewater rafting and our boat overturned and
I fell into the river and our tour guide saved me. Besides, tour
guides will do all palnning planning for our trip including making
reservations for example booking hotels or travel arrengments
arrangments which is conductive to saving our time that it is a
notable aspect of travel.
However, touring has disadvantages such as lack of felexibility
and high coast. Organized tours often have a limited time, so you
cannot see places conveniently because you have numerous palce
places with limited time which you should visit all of them quickly.
In additional, travel by with a tour guide has a high cost and
because of that some people prefer to travel alone and use some
guide books or navigations for finding the palceplaces.

Ultimately, with all these descriptions I prefer to travel by
accompanied by a tour guide because I go on journies journeys to



recover from tiredness not to get back tired and although it is not
economical, it is the safest way for traveling.


